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Description
Kenwood TK-860G Doesn't allow programming into ham band. Radio is capable of this and the factory software allows it. Please
open up the range below 450mhz

Associated revisions
Revision 2743:caaa792d60c4 - 07/18/2016 04:07 pm - Pavel Milanes
[PATCH][Kenwood Serie 60G] Widen the band limits for some radios, fixes #3813
The OEM software for this radios can program it out of it's default band limits, some of the models has ranges of operations close but outside the ham
bands.
This patch widen the default band limits for this radios, allowing the programming of these for hamm radio use, some of the new limits are tested by
me and others by Stephen GN5SWP, other are just guesses.

History
#1 - 07/12/2016 03:22 pm - Pavel Milanes
- File TK-760G example.jpg added
- Status changed from New to Feedback

Hi Stephen,
The TK-760G driver is in charge for this particular radio and others, and in my research (yes, I'm the author of it) I found all this variants of the
Kenwood TK-860G:
- TK-860G-K (400, 440) # 400-430Mhz original
- TK-860G-K1 (450, 490)
- TK-860G-K2 (485, 512)
- TK-860G-M (400, 440) # 400-430Mhz original
- TK-860G-M1 (450, 490)
- TK-860G-M2 (485, 520)
The K/K1/K2/M/M1/M2 are designations from the service manuals and contrasted against the original KPG software by me, this marking may be
omitted/overlooked at all in the OEM software and even may not be explicitly expressed on the radio body, YMMV.
As you can see in the simple "TK-860G" brand there are six different variants covering a wide chunk of the 70 cm band, some are close enough to
work and I have tested it with two models at my disposal here, the K & M models are good up to 445 Mhz on RX (the OEM states up to 430, but they
get unstable on TX beyond 440.5 or so)
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The Chirp's driver try to hide this complexity to the users by looking for the low level ID's and selecting the correct freq range from this list. In the
attached image you can see that in the Settings > Dealer Settings you can find the limits of your radio.
Of course there are always room for improvement, the K1 & M1 can be pulled down into the ham bands but as I can not test this I prefer to disable this
option to get the radio in a working state (Which it seems to be your case/need), the same with the M & K models that I have tested stable up to 440.
Please do test TX on you case with the OEM Software, just because the radio can RX well into the ham bands it doesn't means that the TX will be fine
also, I have got this kind of troubles here.
If you like sent me a Chirp's image of your radio (click on my name on the post to know my email) I can work with you and make more tests about the
stability of this radios and maybe widening the ranges if the radios behave stable enough in the ham band.
Aka: we can test the lower safe limits for your model to patch the driver with it; I wait for your email.
73 Pavel CO7WT

#2 - 02/02/2020 09:18 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Subject changed from Fix Please to Kenwood TK-860G frequency range adjustment
- Assignee set to Pavel Milanes
- Target version set to chirp-daily
- Chirp Version changed from 0.4.0 to daily

Can this be closed? Thanks.

#3 - 04/21/2020 05:15 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Status changed from Feedback to Closed
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